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CEMDI WAS FOUNDED ON THE
PREMISE THAT A ROBUST POOL
OF MINORITY DEVELOPERS ACTIVE
IN CHICAGO IS A CRITICAL COMPONENT
TO BUILDING BLACK AND BROWN
WEALTH, STEMMING POPULATION LOSS
IN THE CITY OF CHICAGO AND BRINGING
INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
TO HISTORICALLY DISINVESTED
COMMUNITIES.
WE MUST CULTIVATE A PIPELINE
OF HOME-GROWN TALENT WITH
THE SKILLS AND CAPACITY TO
UNDERTAKE TRANSFORMATIVE
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
CITY-WIDE.

Image: City of Chicago
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LETTER FROM THE FOUNDERS

Our commitment to Chicago’s neighborhoods
and increasing diversity in commercial real estate
development is personal. Through the Chicago
Emerging Minority Developer Initiative (“CEMDI”),
we are helping to build the next generation of
African American and Latinx real estate
developers in Chicago.
Historically, the decision makers and moneymakers have
not comprehensively embraced the many richly-talented
Black and Brown voices available and eager to direct
positive change as principal. While Black and Brown
professionals occasionally participate as architects,
attorneys, construction companies and subcontractors,
there is very little diversity among the developers
and owners of commercial real estate.
CEMDI will address this overwhelming disparity with
a six-point strategy to improve equity and inclusion.
We will increase access to capital and experienced
developers, build professional networks and provide
the key information necessary to grow emerging
minority developers.
To quote one of the first Black multimillionaires,
the late Reginald Lewis, “Why Should White Guys
Have All the Fun?” If Chicago is to remain a
competitive global city, then we must collectively
work to build a pipeline of high potential real
estate developers of all races.
This is our commitment.
We will not stop until this goal is achieved.

Gwendolyn Hatten Butler

Graham Grady

Leon I. Walker
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In recent years, Chicago has experienced
significant real estate development in the
Loop and other hot markets as evidenced
downtown by many active cranes dotting
its skyline. Yet, none of those large-scale
commercial real estate projects were led by a
minority developer. In Chicago, almost seventy
percent (70%) of the population is non-white,
however only a handful of minority developers
are active in the city. This disparity limits
Chicago’s potential as a global city teeming
with economic activity and opportunity for
all its residents. By building the pipeline of
minority developers, CEMDI will support
inclusive economic development across the
city with projects that not only meet the
needs of minority communities, but bring
new excitement and potential to disinvested
neighborhoods.

The CEMDI Strategy Report is a culmination
of a year-long exploratory process, funded by
The Chicago Community Trust, to survey the
landscape of the commercial real estate industry,
meet with emerging minority developers to
identify the barriers to entry and identify current
programs and resources, and develop strategies
to deliberately build a sustainable pipeline of
minority developers in Chicago.

Although many past calls to reduce
racial and economic inequality have
relied on arguments about fairness,
a growing body of research
emphasizes the negative inﬂuence
that inequality exerts on regional
economic growth.

There is a strong business case for investing
in Chicago’s neighborhoods. It is imperative
for our economy to increase the number and
capacity of minority developers who are innovative
and passionate about doing projects, not only in
their own neighborhoods, but in neighborhoods
across the city. In 2019, Mayor Lori Lightfoot
proposed a 10-year growth plan to increase
the City of Chicago’s population to 3 million,
up from 2.7 million. A close look at census data
shows that while some areas of the city are
growing and attracting population, the city’s
Black population is fleeing.

Metropolitan Planning Council, Inclusive Growth Strategy Paper

Throughout the course of our exploratory year,
several themes emerged. There are many points
in the development process to create opportunity.
From corporate spend to equity investments,
carve-outs and joint-ventures, each segment
of the real estate industry has a role to play in
overcoming bias and changing old ways of
doing business to provide a level playing
field for minority developers.

Since 1980, Chicago’s Black population has
declined by nearly 400,000. There is a perception
that opportunities for Black families in
Chicago are limited.
This lack of opportunity underscores the
critical need for investment in Chicago’s
neighborhoods made in large part by Black
and Brown developers. The challenges minority
entrepreneurs face in this regard is well
documented in academic and
newspaper articles.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CEMDI was founded on the premise that a robust pool of minority developers
active in Chicago is a critical component to building Black and Brown wealth,
stemming population loss in the city of Chicago and bringing innovative
development projects to historically disinvested communities. We must cultivate
a pipeline of home-grown talent with the skills and capacity to undertake
transformative development projects city-wide.
An April 1, 2021 article in the Washington
Post titled “Black developers call for reckoning
in real estate” the author writes, “In an industry
characterized by huge sums of money, Black
developers say they face major hurdles in
accessing capital, connecting with influential
networks and expanding their businesses.”
Getting deals done is critical, as for each
development project, there is an economic
multiplier several times the cost of the initial
development. Building Black wealth,
prosperity, and opportunity in Chicago is
a key component to stemming Chicago’s
population loss and creating economic
development for the city as a whole.
Among the many existing resources and
programs, there remains a specific need
centered on connecting emerging developers
to the right networks, partners, and resources.
As Leon Walker of DL3 Realty notes, real
estate is historically a relationship business—
people don’t go into business with people they
don’t know and don’t like. Providing space for
relationships to form, for entrepreneurs to
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meet one another, to identify those with
whom they share goals and build trust must
be done in an intentional manner. This long-term
commitment to relationship-building is a key
ingredient to the development of a commercial
real estate ecosystem in which minority
developers can grow and thrive.
Currently, there is a lack of data about the
minority real estate development community.
There is no comprehensive list of developers
in Chicago, and what we cannot measure we
cannot change. There is an opportunity to
identify missing data and fill in the gaps to get
a clear picture of the development landscape
in Chicago, and we look forward to working
with thought partners to approach this issue.
Finally, partners across Chicago are willing
and ready to help emerging minority developers
scale-up. Through our roundtable discussions
with stakeholders, we are encouraged by
the enthusiasm for this initiative.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In order to build the pipeline of minority developers in Chicago, CEMDI has identified six strategies.
CEMDI will connect emerging developers to:

1

Joint-venture partners to
provide access to development
opportunities and
mentorship

6

2

Financial
resources for
formal educational
and professional
development
programs

Professional service
firms to build the
capacity of their
development teams
and back-office
infrastructure

5

3

Existing programs/
initiatives, industry
partners and
institutions

Equity and debt
capital to finance
projects

4

Deals citywide to
provide a range of
development
opportunities
and experience
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Events of national importance and scope,
such as COVID-19 and the Black Lives Matter
movement, have shined a spotlight on
persistent inequities for people of color across
industries and there is a window of opportunity
for impactful change. There is a shared
responsibility to deconstruct the old ways
of doing things and change the policies and
practices that exclude minority entrepreneurs
and limit their potential. CEMDI is uniquely
positioned to support, partner and collaborate
with stakeholders across the city to build the
pipeline of minority developers in Chicago.
Under the direction of a Program Manager,
the six strategies will be advanced by a
three-pronged approach in CEMDI’s
launch year.
During the launch year, CEMDI will:

Support and develop the real estate
ecosystem for minority developers in
Chicago.
Accelerate high-potential developers
by meeting select developers where
they are and providing resources,
connections and expertise to help
them grow their businesses to the
next level.
Create opportunities to form
relationships that lead to joint
venture partnerships.

CEMDI has developed targeted programming
to advance each prong of the approach:
• CEMDI Connects will focus on supporting
and developing the real estate ecosystem
by expanding the professional networks of
minority commercial real estate professionals
in order to grow their businesses and expand
their portfolio of expertise.
• CEMDI will support high-potential developers
through the CEMDI Accelerator program.
Through this program the CEMDI leadership
team will offer one-on-one advice, resources
and opportunities for up to five emerging
minority developers each year.
• CEMDI will create opportunities for new
business relationships with an emphasis on
joint-venture partnerships through the CEMDI
Roundtable. The CEMDI Roundtable is focused
on building community in the commercial
real estate field and establishing relationships
between veteran and
emerging developers.
Over the course of the coming years, CEMDI
will lift up emerging talent to participate in
large-scale commercial real estate development
projects. Through the support of CEMDI
programs, more emerging minority developers
will have an ownership stake in development
entities to ensure meaningful participation and
wealth creation in minority communities. CEMDI
was created to hone in on the specific barriers
minority developers face, deploy targeted
support, and grow the pipeline of minority
developers in Chicago, not only for
this generation, but for generations
to come.
CEMDI will not compete with existing efforts but
will complement the range of initiatives across
the industry to grow the pipeline of minority
developers in the name of equity and
economic prosperity.
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ABOUT CEMDI

CEMDI isn’t “reinventing the wheel” or competing with existing efforts to
attract minorities to commercial real estate development. CEMDI will support
and grow the real estate ecosystem for emerging minority developers, accelerate
high potential developers and create opportunities for new business relationships
with an emphasis on joint-venture partnerships.
Led by Gwendolyn Hatten Butler, Graham
Grady, and Leon I. Walker, CEMDI aims to
advance equitable development and inclusive
growth by sourcing and building a pipeline
of community-focused developers from
African American, Latinx and other minority
communities to lead commercial real estate
development projects citywide, including
projects prioritized by the City of Chicago’s
INVEST South/West initiative.
In 2019, after conversations both
independently and with newly appointed
Department of Planning and Development
Commissioner Maurice D. Cox, Gwendolyn
Hatten Butler, Graham Grady, and Leon I.
Walker began discussing how they could use
their collective experience to increase diversity
in the commercial real estate development
industry, specifically at the ownership level.
The impending launch of the INVEST South/
West initiative by the City of Chicago as one
tactic to expand opportunity for minority
developers spurred further discussions about
how to source and grow the pipeline of minority
developers in Chicago. Their conversations,
amplified by COVID-19 and the Black Lives
Matter movement in 2020, turned into a
partnership with Chicago TREND and the
eventual funding of a one-year exploratory
process from the Chicago Community
Trust.
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ABOUT CEMDI

We endeavor not only to build the
pipeline for today’s emerging minority
developers but create a pipeline of developers
building wealth for future generations.

CEMDI is a Connector

CEMDI is a Convener

CEMDI spotlights valuable resources,
provides access to expert information
and advice and encourages institutional
stakeholders to be good partners to emerging
minority developers. Chicago has a rich
network of real estate industry stakeholders,
many of whom are supporting emerging
minority developers through programming
and mentorship – both formal and informal.
For the industry to see real change, it will
require all institutions, lenders, businesses
and organizations to do their part to build
the pipeline of emerging minority developers.
CEMDI values commitments from across
the real estate industry and civic community
to create a pipeline of communityfocused minority developers.

CEMDI brings people together to form
relationships and leverage resources.
The act of bringing people together around
a common goal often sparks unexpected
connections and new ideas. We believe in the
power of relationship building to open doors
and provide opportunity. CEMDI will bring
together voices from across the industry, many
of whom may not be the typical players, and
provide space for long-term relationship building,
not based on single transactions, but mutual
benefit and long-term support. Equally as
important as providing opportunities for
existing entrepreneurs to create connections
is CEMDI’s role creating the space for young
professionals to enter the commercial real
estate development field.
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ADVISORY BOARD

CEMDI’s Advisory Board brings unparalleled experience and personal
commitment to the initiative. The combination of lived experience and professional
credentials serves to ensure CEMDI’s strategies are laser-focused on the needs of
emerging minority developers as they grow their businesses in Chicago.

Gwendolyn Hatten Butler
Ms. Hatten Butler is Chair of
the Community Development
Commission of the City of
Chicago. She is an Independent
Director of Mutual of America
Financial Group, Wells
Enterprises, Inc., and Ferguson
Partners, and a Senior Advisor
with Capri Investment Group,
a real estate development and
direct investment firm that
has completed more than
$14 billion in commercial
real estate investments over
the past 25 years. She is a
qualified financial expert with
demonstrated success in
developing and executing
growth strategies, managing
regulated businesses, capital
markets, risk management,
capital raising, economic
development, and non-profit
and for-profit corporate
board leadership.
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Graham Grady is a partner at
Taft Law where he advises real
estate developers, investors
and property owners. He
assists clients in building
consensus with local elected
officials, government entities,
community organizations and
other stakeholders. As a former
Zoning Administrator, Buildings
Commissioner and Ex-Officio
member of the Chicago Plan
Commission, his practice
encompasses zoning, land use,
economic incentives, building
code compliance, licensing,
construction agreements,
government and legislative
approvals.
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Leon I. Walker is the managing
principal at DL3 Realty Advisors,
a locally engaged and nationally
recognized development firm
that invests in high impact
commercial real estate projects
pursuant to the firm’s proprietary
“Venture Development” model.
The firm’s developments have
created over 3,000 local jobs in
the past five years, and he has a
10-year goal of creating 10,000
new jobs in Chicago’s historically
disinvested neighborhoods. He
has received numerous industry
awards for his development
work, including three prestigious
LISC/Chicago awards for the
most outstanding for-profit
neighborhood development,
and the 2018 ULI Community
Impact Award.

O P P O R T U N I T Y S TAT E M E N T

The ubiquitous presence of tower cranes
is often cited as a visible sign of Chicago’s
vibrant real estate market. Each tower crane
represents significant investment, typically in
excess of $100 million, and in many instances
over $1 billion of construction activity and
related professional services. However, none
of these large scale development projects are
led by minority developers and few, if any,
minorities participate in any meaningful way
in these types of projects. This is a discouraging
fact, particularly in a city as diverse as
Chicago, where approximately 29% of the
population is Black and 30% of the population
is Latinx according to the 2020 U.S. Census.
This disparity highlights a significant absence
of inclusion and equity in the commercial
development industry.

Similarly, and as further evidence that no
near-term solution exists, none of the megaprojects currently being developed in Chicago
have minority leadership or even minority jointventure participation at the developer/owner
level. Minority developers face a number of
challenges to participating in commercial real
estate development, the roots of which lie
largely in structural racism and disinvestment
in minority communities.

Image: Power Construction
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O P P O R T U N I T Y S TAT E M E N T

CEMDI has identified opportunities to address
these challenges and will:

Create pathways for high-potential
developers to accelerate their business
growth through joint-venture
partnerships;
Connect developers to opportunities
city-wide;
Support access to capital with a focus
on early-stage capital and structuring
project financing;
Leverage resources including market
and data analytics to help make the
business case to investors;

Creating pathways to success for minority
developers who have so far been unable to enter
the commercial real estate industry is critical
to ensuring they are prepared for equitable
and inclusive participation in future large-scale
development projects, as well as impactful
neighborhood development. CEMDI was created
intentionally to fill this gap and envisions teaming
and joint-ventures, new development opportunities,
the construction of physical assets, creation of
new community amenities and other outcomes will
lead to educational and experiential benefits to a
wide range of stakeholders, including the minority
professionals executing commercial real estate
projects, their vendors and sub-contractors, and
residents in the communities where they are
located. Additionally, CEMDI will leverage the
unprecedented marshaling of resources by the
City of Chicago’s INVEST South/West program,
and increase the number of minority developers
active in projects across the city.

Build a pipeline of minority
developers; and
Prioritize formal and informal
mentorship and relationship
building.
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FOUNDATION
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B U I L D I N G T H E F O U N D AT I O N

In July 2020, CEMDI received a grant from The Chicago Community Trust to embark on a one-year
exploration process. The team surveyed the landscape, convened stakeholders, hosted events and
developed the brand, website and contact list. Through the process, the team documented challenges
and opportunities and designed programs to support and grow the real estate ecosystem for emerging
minority developers, accelerate high potential developers and create opportunities for new business
relationships with an emphasis on joint-venture partnerships.

1

2

Events
CEMDI hosted ten events to connect developers
to each other and opportunities in the real estate
industry. From small-scale conversations with
stakeholders to the large-scale CEMDI Summit,
CEMDI laid the groundwork for the continuation
of meaningful engagement with well
established and emerging developers.

INVEST South/West Request for
Proposals Preview Opportunity
In order to leverage the City of Chicago’s INVEST
South/West strategy, CEMDI hosted two events
with Commissioner Cox to introduce emerging
developers to RFP opportunities in the City of
Chicago. Attendees were able to learn about the
process and ask questions of the Commissioner.
The events served as a two-way street allowing
the Commissioner to hear directly from developers
about how they viewed the opportunities available
through INVEST South/West.
The events proved to be an important forum for
direct communication and connection between
the City and emerging minority developers. The
Commissioner’s commitment to the initiative has
demonstrated the authenticity of the INVEST
South/West initiative to the emerging minority
developer community and, in return, developers
responded in earnest to the Request
For Proposals released by the city.
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B U I L D I N G T H E F O U N D AT I O N

200

Close to 200 real estate professionals attended
the inaugural CEMDI Summit

2

CEMDI Summit
In February 2021, the inaugural CEMDI
Summit brought together close to 200 real
estate professionals with a series of dynamic
panel discussions on building the pipeline of
minority developers, collaborating across the
industry, creating joint-ventures that work and
understanding the anatomy of an affordable
housing deal. In future years, the CEMDI Summit
will continue to serve as a place of thought
leadership in the industry.

50

Nearly 50 stakeholders from across Chicago’s real
estate industry attended a roundtable discussion
which shaped program strategy

3

Roundtables

1

20

CEMDI held a series of six roundtables with
nearly 50 stakeholders from all sectors of the
real estate development industry including lenders,
developers, and community organizations. The
candid conversations in the roundtables helped
shape the programs and strategies CEMDI
developed over the course of the
exploratory year.
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B U I L D I N G T H E F O U N D AT I O N

CEMDI Connects:
Design Services + Developers
In addition to other initiatives, such as
Chicago African-Americans in Commercial
Real Estate (Chi-AACRE), CEMDI can a play
role in supporting the real estate ecosystem
for emerging minority developers. This includes
connecting emerging developers to professional
services to help them build a strong team. The
design services and developer networking event,
held in June 2021 in partnership with Chicago
Architecture Center, the Illinois Chapter of the
National Organization of Minority Architects
and Arquitectos, highlighted minority architects
and provided opportunities for connection
with emerging developers.

5

Communication
CEMDI developed a branded website to share
information and provide resources for emerging
developers. In addition, CEMDI created a contact
database of over 500 real estate industry
professionals who are interested in the CEMDI
mission. The CEMDI brand and website will
serve as a hub of information for real estate
professionals committed to increasing
diversity in the field.

Peer Program Review
4

Outreach
CEMDI met with several organizations to
connect and align shared goals. Through this
process CEMDI identified opportunities to
collaborate on future initiatives, refer emerging
developers to existing resources and provide
input and guidance on ways in which other
organizations could build the pipeline of
minority developers within their own
programs.
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CEMDI surveyed six programs aimed at
building the pipeline of minority developers
across the country. The cohort size and model
varied across programs, however all programs
provided curriculum aimed at fostering
connections and building the expertise of
minority real estate professionals. The programs,
sponsored by professional organizations or
housed in universities, provide continuing
education and networking opportunities for
minority professionals in the real estate industry.
As a convener and connector, CEMDI will not
replicate existing educational programs. CEMDI
will refer emerging developers to educational
resources when appropriate.
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CHALLENGES
AND OPPORTUNITIES
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CHALLENGES

The latest nationally representative data on the financing of minority firms
indicates large disparities in access to financial capital. Minority-owned businesses
are found to pay higher interest rates on loans. They are also more likely to be
denied credit and are less likely to apply for loans because they fear their
applications will be denied.
Minority Business Development Agency, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Disparities in Capital Access between Minority and Non-Minority Businesses

The barriers to entry, stability and growth for
minority entrepreneurs are well-documented
in academic and newspaper articles. Structural
racism and discriminatory policies have served
to exacerbate the wealth gap and limit the
number of minority real estate developers in
Chicago and around the country. For example,
white people are more likely to have unearned
advantages such as inheritance, relationships
with people in the existing power structure, or
family wealth to draw upon when launching a
business. Additionally, minority entrepreneurs
are more vulnerable to economic downturns
and are disproportionately affected by them.
According to a report by the House Committee
on Small Business, during the COVID-19
pandemic, Black business ownership rates
dropped 41% between February and April
2020, the largest rate of any racial group.
Understanding the historic context and real
barriers minority developers face is critical
to making change.
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CHALLENGES

CHALLENGE

CHALLENGE

Securing Capital

Navigating pre-development
corporate and government
processes

There is a large gap in household net worth
between Black families and white families
due to the effects of structural discrimination.
This, coupled with the troubling track record
many banks have of disparate lending in
minority communities, creates unequal
opportunity for minority business owners
to grow and finance their businesses. A recent
study by WBEZ and City Bureau found that
from 2012 - 2018 a leading bank loaned 41 times
more in Chicago’s white neighborhoods than
Chicago’s Black neighborhoods. (WBEZ,
Where Banks Don’t Lend).

Having a high-capacity development team and
sufficient resources is critical to navigating
the pre-development process with corporate
investors and tenants as well as government
entities. A lack of diversity in leadership at many
corporations and banks often means funders
and lenders perceive a lack of opportunity
in historically disinvested neighborhoods.
Overcoming perceived lack of opportunity often
requires additional legwork to make the business
case for investment. Additionally, working
with government entities to move through the
development process requires patient capital
and resources to make the deal work.
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CHALLENGES

CHALLENGE

Opportunity to become a mixed-use
commercial developer and have an
ownership stake in development
projects

1

Minority participation in real estate development
is often limited to construction and professional
services. While many programs support the
growth of minority construction and professional
services, there is still a lack of minority
developers with an ownership stake in a project.
It is important to address the shift in power
dynamics when someone goes from a general
contractor to participation in perpetuity as an
owner. Examining who is in the room when
decisions are made, who gets a voice and where
the power lies, is important when shifting the
dynamics in the industry.

2
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OPPORTUNITIES

CEMDI’s exploratory process
revealed several opportunities and
barriers for emerging minority
developers in Chicago.

OPPORTUNITY

Through our roundtable discussions,
we gathered insight from stakeholders
across the industry who shared
challenges they’ve faced and
opportunities they see to build
the pipeline of minority
developers in Chicago.

Most professionals can point to mentors, either
formal or informal, who have influenced their
career. The opportunity to learn from highperforming professionals will help entrepreneurs
build leadership skills and confidence to grow
their business. In order to meet this need,
CEMDI will provide mentorship opportunities
through the CEMDI Roundtable,
Accelerator and Connects
programming.

Prioritize formal and informal
mentorship

OPPORTUNITY

Accelerate business growth through
joint-venture partnerships
It is more common for experienced developers
to enter into partnerships with minority-owned
construction firms. While there are some
notable examples of joint-venture partnerships
with emerging minority developers and large
firms, it is less common. There is tremendous
opportunity for emerging minority developers
to add value to a development team through a
joint-venture. CEMDI will promote the benefits
of joint-venture partnerships while providing
the opportunities for seeding the relationships
necessary to enter into these valuable
partnerships.

26
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OPPORTUNITIES

OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY

Connect developers
to opportunities
city-wide

Build the pipeline
of minority developers
city-wide

There is tremendous opportunity throughout
Chicago’s 77 neighborhoods. Many emerging
minority developers are passionate about
working in neighborhoods across the city.
CEMDI will support efforts such as INVEST
South/West as well as promote
opportunities in hot markets.

Finding opportunities for minority real estate
professionals to grow their business and become
a mixed-use commercial real estate developer
is critical to building the pipeline of minority
developers. Partnering with programs such as
Chi-AACRE to provide networking opportunities
will help emerging minority developers and
professional service firms build capacity to
grow their businesses and introduce young
professionals to the field. Creating a strong
real estate ecosystem is a key component for
attracting and retaining talented minority real
estate professionals to the field and helping
them grow their businesses.

OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY

Leverage available resources
by connecting talent to existing
resources, including educational
programs, market data and
analytics

Focus on early-stage capital and
project financing structure

There are many programs and initiatives
in Chicago that provide networking and
continuing education for real estate
professionals in Chicago. CEMDI will connect
and refer emerging developers to programs as
relevant. In addition, there is an opportunity to
support gathering market data and analytics
to help make the business case for deals in
historically disinvested neighborhoods. From
cohort programs to real estate development
certificates from accredited universities,
CEMDI will leverage existing efforts to ensure
emerging developers have the skills, tools
and relationships to grow their business.

27

Focusing on early capital from private equity
real estate funds can help emerging minority
developers raise much-needed capital to allow
them to expand their portfolios and pursue
a range of investment opportunities. There is
tremendous opportunity for banks and impact
capital providers with a commitment
to economic equality to provide low-cost,
patient capital to seed deals. In addition,
understanding the value each partner brings
to the deal and structuring partnerships in a
way that fully captures each partner’s
strengths in the deal is critical to successful
partnerships and projects.
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SIX
STRATEGIES
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S I X S T R AT E G I E S

Based on the exploration process, the CEMDI team developed six strategies to guide its work moving
forward. Each strategy reflects an important component of the ways in which emerging minority
developers can grow and scale their businesses. The six strategies will guide the program as it grows
and evolves over the years.

STRATEGY

01

Connect emerging developers to
joint-venture partners to provide
access to development opportunities
and mentorship
One of the most important ways
entrepreneurs learn their business is
through formal and informal mentorship
opportunities. One of the most important
ways an emerging developer can grow
their business is by being part of a
development team. Emerging developers
bring their skills and work ethic and are
able to learn from veterans in the industry
through the process of doing a project
together.
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STRATEGY

02

Connect emerging developers to
professional service firms to build the
capacity of their development teams
and back-office infrastructure
We recognize that for emerging developers
to scale their businesses, they need a
strong development team. This strategy
addresses the need to foster a robust
ecosystem with minority-led professional
service firms that can support a developer
as they scale.
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“The biggest challenge for me has been playing catch-up to others that have been involved in real estate
for years, and some for a lifetime. With 3 years of experience as a developer and the previous 7 years as
an architect with no formal business education, I’m having to do all of my learning on the job.”
CEMDI Developer Survey Respondent

STRATEGY

03

Connect emerging developers
to equity and debt capital to finance
their projects

Minority developers have weaker ties to
equity and debt capital. This strategy
addresses the critical need for emerging
developers to have strong ties to not
just debt, but equity. Addressing this
component is one of the most critical
pieces in order to ensure emerging
developers can scale their businesses.
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STRATEGY

04

Connect emerging developers to
deals citywide to provide a range of
development opportunities and
experience
CEMDI has aligned programming and
opportunities with the INVEST South/West
initiative. Under this initiative, Requests for
Proposals in six key opportunity areas are
released every six months. Working with
emerging developers to respond to those
opportunities is a key part of our work.
We envision a day when tower cranes in
the City’s hottest development areas are
part of a minority-led development
project.
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“Having a team available to help streamline the development process in a timely manner so that
I can act quickly and decisively when looking at new projects would be helpful.”
CEMDI Developer Survey Respondent

STRATEGY

05

Connect emerging developers to
existing programs, initiatives, industry
partners and institutions

CEMDI is a convener and connector.
In order to support existing programs,
CEMDI will connect emerging developers
with existing programs and partners.
Through our exploration phase, we know
many organizations, institutions and
private businesses are finding ways to
support diversity, equity and inclusion
in their work.
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STRATEGY

06

Connect emerging developers
to financial resources for formal
educational and other professional
development programs
Removing barriers to entry for emerging
developers to participate in professional
development programs and professional
organizations will help build the pipeline
of high-potential talent.
In order to guide our work in the program
launch year, CEMDI has developed a
three-pronged approach to program
development. These three approaches
reflect the areas where CEMDI can offer
unique value and address critical aspects
needed to build the pipeline of emerging
developers in Chicago.
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LAUNCH:
YEAR ONE
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YEAR ONE

Overarching Goals

Programs and Services

There are two overarching goals guiding
CEMDI programs and initiatives. The first is
to continue to surface and grow a pipeline
of minority-owned and led development
companies. Sourcing and building the pipeline
of minority emerging developers benefits the
City of Chicago by cultivating a multitude of
experience, passion and vision for Chicago’s
neighborhoods. Second, CEMDI will lift up
emerging talent to lead large-scale commercial
real estate development projects. Bringing
emerging minority developers to the table
with an ownership stake in development
entities is critical to ensure meaningful
participation and wealth creation in
minority communities.

CEMDI ACCELERATOR
CEMDI will accelerate high-potential emerging
developers by meeting them where they are and
providing resources, connections and expertise
to help them grow their businesses to the next
level. Many developers get their start learning
from a mentor or relative and benefit from access
to equity investments or loans from friends
and family. These informal networks and ties to
generational wealth help support entrepreneurs
as they launch their business. Due to historic
disinvestment and restrictions over generations
in minority communities, fewer emerging
entrepreneurs have access to mentors with
strong industry relationships, experience
and generational wealth.
The CEMDI Accelerator incorporates all six of
CEMDI’s strategies by leveraging the relationships
and expertise of the CEMDI principals. The CEMDI
Accelerator is not a cohort-based program, but
instead offers one-on-one advice to three to
five emerging developers each year. The CEMDI
principals will work closely with each emerging
developer to understand their business and
identify a customized path to success as defined
by a new deal, joint-venture partnership, equity
investment, growth of their development team
and/or strategic relationship.

CEMDI ROUNDTABLE
One of the best ways for an emerging firm to
grow is to enter into a joint-venture partnership
with an experienced firm. This allows the emerging
developer to bring their skills and experience to
the project as a partner with responsibility for
both the profits and losses the project generates.
By securing a seat at the table, building credit,
reputation and track record, emerging developers
gain the experience needed to take on larger
projects.
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The CEMDI Roundtable advances the
strategy of connecting emerging developers
to joint-venture partners to provide access to
development opportunities and mentorship.
The roundtable will create a venue for C-suite
development professionals to build a sense
of community and to establish relationships
between established and emerging developers
that set the stage for future partnerships,
informal mentorship opportunities and
mutually beneficial business relationships.
CEMDI anticipates that opportunities for
policy advocacy on issues of mutual concern
will likely arise organically over the course
of meetings initially led by CEMDI’s principals.
Participants will help shape the program
to be meaningful and relevant to
their businesses.

CEMDI Connects
For developers to scale and grow, they
need relationships, connections and access
to professional service firms to grow their
development team. Having strong relationships
provides opportunities for both formal and
informal mentorship, and provides a launchpad
for business relationships to grow over time.
CEMDI Connects will expand the professional
networks of commercial real estate
professionals of color.

resources. This programming will provide
opportunities for minority professionals in
real estate-related fields (e.g., architecture,
accounting, engineering, finance, construction,
etc.) to build their networks, put together
development teams and broaden their
professional experience.

Structure and Staffing
CEMDI will be executed by both individuals
and organizations. The Chicago TREND
Corporation will serve as an expert advisor
and hire a program manager, with overall
responsibility for coordinating and executing
the project over the next three years. The
CEMDI leadership team, comprised of the
founding principals, will serve as advisors to
Chicago TREND Corporation and provide
strategic direction and leadership to CEMDI’s
flagship programs. Select industry partners,
in the course of their normal operations, will
partner on specific initiatives and programs
and serve as referral partners. In addition to
generous funding from The Chicago Community
Trust, the program manager will seek additional
funding to increase CEMDI’s capacity to
implement programs and services to
the Chicago real estate industry.

CEMDI Connects primarily advances two
strategies: connecting emerging developers
to professional service firms to build the
capacity of their development teams and
back-office infrastructure and connecting
emerging developers to financial resources
for formal educational and other professional
development programs. CEMDI Connects
will do this by engaging, supporting and
adding capacity to the commercial real estate
ecosystem for minority developers in Chicago.
Specific programs are anticipated to include
a series of networking, firm showcases and
community workshop events, and online
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In its first year, CEMDI will position the initiative to have
a consistent presence in the real estate industry.
CEMDI Accelerator

CEMDI Roundtable

CEMDI Connects

APPLY

JOIN

ENGAGE

Aspiring real estate
development entrepreneurs are
encouraged to express interest
in the CEMDI Accelerator
program.

Established and emerging
developers will be invited
to participate in the CEMDI
Roundtable.

CEMDI Connects will host
events, including the second
annual CEMDI Summit.

Selected emerging developers
will be supported by the CEMDI
team through customized
resources and trainings to help
grow their businesses and
pursue commercial ventures.
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Participation in the CEMDI
Roundtable will encourage the
formation of new relationships
that may lead to investment
partnerships and joint venture
opportunities between
emerging and established
developers.
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The events will serve to foster
relationship building, share
opportunities, and provide
technical support. CEMDI
will maintain a database of
service providers and will
post professional service
contract opportunities.

07
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YEAR TWO
AND BEYOND
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We foresee several ways in which CEMDI can expand its services and increase its impact on the real
estate development community. Over the course of the three-year program horizon, CEMDI aspires
to expand its programming as resources allow.

Identify Additional Funding
Opportunities
CEMDI is identifying sponsorship and
underwriting opportunities to support specific
programs such as the CEMDI Roundtable.
In addition to The Chicago Community Trust,
there is ample opportunity for other foundations
to support the work of CEMDI. Additional
financing and resources will increase CEMDI’s
impact and provide more programming that
will support emerging minority developers
in Chicago.

Raise an Investment Fund
There is a significant opportunity to help
eliminate the barrier to flexible equity for
emerging minority developers. In the white
paper “Building a Supportive Capital Market
for Underinvested Neighborhoods,” by Boston
Consulting group in partnership with Center
for Illinois’ Future and Community Desk Chicago,
the authors outline the high transaction cost
many projects face in disinvested neighborhoods
due to higher per-project costs and the
significant time and resources it takes to
construct a capital stack.
Many investors are unwilling to provide equity
for projects in disinvested neighborhoods.
CEMDI’s programming focuses on building
the pipeline of developers who are skilled
and passionate about working in minority
neighborhoods. Meeting those developers on
the equity side will be essential to closing more
deals and moving the needle on development in
Chicago’s minority neighborhoods. CEMDI seeks
to play a role in raising and investing critical
flexible, first-loss capital in projects
led by emerging minority developers.
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Fund a Competition
As a way to highlight transformative development
projects and invest important pre-development
capital into those projects, CEMDI seeks to fund
a competition for emerging minority developers.

Launch a Scholarship Program
CEMDI aspires to develop a scholarship
program to support talented minority real estate
professionals as they gain experience in the field.
CEMDI recognizes that in order to increase the
number of minority career developers, talented
professionals need experience and opportunities
to be successful. This takes years of professional
as well as educational experience. A scholarship
program can provide a range of opportunities
for internships, professional certificates and
educational degrees.
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Connect with Young People
CEMDI recognizes to grow the pipeline of
emerging minority developers it is imperative
to connect with young people. Opening the
world of career opportunities in real estate to
young people will shed light on the range of
career paths and inspire more young people to
pursue a path in real estate. We understand the
importance of representation and giving young
people the opportunity to see people that look
like them being successful in real estate.

Develop a pipeline of graduates
from Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCUs)

1

CEMDI endeavors to create strong relationships
with HBCUs in order to create a recruitment
pipeline. We understand that we need to create
strong connections with faculty and connect
with students in order to build the recruitment
pipeline in Chicago. The initiative would not
only take into account the sourcing and hiring
of graduates from HBCUs, but also the support
structure and opportunities to retain them and
help them grow their careers in the real estate
industry.

Engage in Research
During our exploratory year, one question
continued to surface: How many minority
real estate developers are active in Chicago?
Unfortunately, that is a difficult question to
answer as there is no license to become a real
estate developer. Some estimates point to about
200 active career developers of large-scale
projects in Chicago representing billions of
dollars in economic activity. However, the exact
number is not known. Metropolitan Planning
Council and CEMDI have expressed a mutual
interest in collaborating to conduct research,
analysis and policy advocacy efforts, potentially
as part of CEMDI Connects or the CEMDI
Roundtable.
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Advocate for effective policies
in the real estate industry
There is an opportunity for developers to take
policy positions or advocate for policies that will
help increase the number of minority developers
in Chicago. Emerging minority developers have
a keen understanding of policies, some that
were intended to support their growth, and
how they impact their business operations.
Having a collective forum to identify effective
policies and make recommendations that will
serve the industry as a whole is an important
way CEMDI can contribute. For example, on
May 21, 2021, Crain’s Chicago Business ran an
article called “A Catch-22 for Minority Firms
with City Contracts” highlighting the challenge
with revenue and personal net worth caps on
MBE certification. “The intent of the program
is to grow minority- and female-owned
companies,” says Gina Adduci, an attorney with
Chico & Nunes who specializes in government
contracting and procurement law. “But its
impact is to keep these firms subservient.”
While the MBE certification is meant to support
minority enterprises, many are caught in a cycle
of growing their business to a point and then
risking losing their MBE certification.

Strengthen the business case for
development in historically disinvested
neighborhoods
CEMDI sees an opportunity to play a role
in conveying the value proposition of
investing in projects in historically disinvested
neighborhoods. Many major brands and funders
are inexperienced in understanding the value in
projects located in these communities. By raising
the profile of Black and Brown neighborhoods
and garnering interest in the opportunity there,
CEMDI could support the work of minority
developers interested in working in these
neighborhoods.
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CONCLUSION

The results of the year-long exploratory
process highlight the opportunity to change
the old ways of doing business that largely
exclude minority developers and investors from
having an ownership stake in projects across
the city. Many minority developers’ lived
experience underscores the real challenges
they face in raising capital and growing
their business.
In partnership with other organizations
with shared goals, CEMDI will build an
entrepreneurial community in the commercial
real estate industry focused on supporting
emerging minority developers. We will offer
targeted programs to open doors for emerging
minority developers and help them grow their
business. Our work will improve the lives
of Chicagoans today and create wealth
and opportunity for generations to come.
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CONCLUSION

CEMDI AIMS TO CHANGE THE COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE ECOSYSTEM IN CHICAGO
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time and insights with the CEMDI team
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the exploratory year to offer support,
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Chicago TREND for their partnership
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IMAGES IN THIS REPORT
Thank you to the development teams who
shared an image for this report. The images
in this report are examples of either proposed
or completed development projects led by
minority developers in the City of Chicago.
The images do not represent CEMDI’s
endorsement of the project or developer.
The images are a small sampling of
development activity in Chicago and are
not meant to be exhaustive of all
developments led by minority developers
active in Chicago. See the Appendix
for a list of images and associated
development teams.

STAY CONNECTED
You can stay connected to CEMDI by
visiting cemdi.org and signing up to receive
communication from CEMDI.
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LEADERSHIP TEAM
Gwendolyn Hatten Butler

Graham Grady

Ms. Hatten Butler is a senior business
leader with an outstanding track record in
delivering strong results over the course
of her 35+ years in the financial services,
investment, and real estate industries.

Mr. Grady helps clients obtain government
entitlements and solve problems with units
of local government. With a focus on the City
of Chicago and Cook County, he helps secure
necessary approvals for land developments in
the Chicago metropolitan area. A consensus
builder and negotiator, he maintains excellent
relations with community organizations, local
elected officials and other stakeholders. Mr.
Grady provides legal counsel for compliance,
regulatory and public policy that encompasses
zoning, land use, building code compliance,
licensing, construction agreements,
government contracts, procurement
and legislative approvals.

She is a strategic, creative, analytical,
and energetic C-suite executive with
extensive experience in change management,
business restructuring, and high performance
team building. She is a qualified financial
expert with demonstrated success in developing
and executing growth strategies, managing
regulated businesses, capital markets, risk
management, capital raising, economic
development, and non-profit and for-profit
corporate board leadership.
Ms. Hatten Butler is an Independent
Director of Mutual of America Financial
Group, Wells Enterprises, Inc., and Ferguson
Partners, and a Senior Advisor with Capri
Investment Group, a real estate development
and direct investment firm that has completed
more than $14 billion in commercial real
estate investments over the past 25 years.
Ms. Hatten Butler is Chair of the Community
Development Commission of the City of
Chicago. She is active in numerous industry,
civic, and philanthropic organizations, and
serves on the Board of Directors of the
Real Estate Executive Council.
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In the land use area, his experience includes
securing all types of land use entitlements
through planned developments, zoning map
amendments, special uses, variations, text
amendments and public way approvals.
He represents property owners, real estate
developers and every classification of real
estate including retail, residential, commercial,
industrial and myriad specialized land uses.
He regularly represents clients before the
Department of Buildings and the
Fire Department.
Mr. Grady also serves as legal counsel to
one of the five annuity and benefit funds
of the City of Chicago, advising in a broad
range of areas including compliance with the
Illinois Pension Code, investment management
agreements, open meetings and Freedom
of Information Act compliance and the
fiduciary obligations of the trustees
of the pension fund.
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PROJECT TEAM

Leon I. Walker

Chicago TREND Corporation

Over the past 15 years, Leon I. Walker, Esq.
has led visionary community development
projects that have generated thousands of
new jobs, and brought grocery stores and
health care services into the food and
health care deserts on Chicago’s
south side.

The Chicago TREND Corporation (Chicago
TREND) provided thought leadership to CEMDI.
Chicago TREND is a for-profit social enterprise
that aims to strengthen communities through
strategic commercial real estate investment
and support for minority entrepreneurs in
neighborhoods that are overlooked and
undervalued. It also seeks to reduce the racial
wealth gap through ownership of commercial
real estate assets by Black entrepreneurs and
community residents. In addition to his role
at Chicago TREND, CEO Lyneir Richardson is
an Associate Professor in the Department of
Management and Global Business at Rutgers
Business School and leads the Center for Urban
Entrepreneurship and Economic Development,
an award-winning research and practitioneroriented center that builds the capacity
of small business owners.
www.chicagotrend.com

As the Managing Principal of DL3 Realty
Advisors, LLC, Mr. Walker works closely
with municipalities, anchor institutions, and
Fortune 500 companies to execute projects
that are sensitive to a neighborhood’s character
while creating economic opportunities for
local businesses and residents. Mr. Walker’s
projects are more than just bricks and
mortar; they are designed to provide a
stimulus that ultimately lifts economic
prospects and the quality-of-life in
urban communities.
Prior to taking on the leadership of DL3,
Mr. Walker worked in corporate real estate
services at Jones Lang LaSalle, and in real
estate capital markets at Citicorp Securities.
Mr. Walker is an innovator who continues to be
at the forefront of utilizing new financing tools
and blended funding streams in developments
that involve public-private partnerships. During
his career, Mr. Walker has structured more than
$100 million in New Markets Tax Credits. He
was also the first Chicago developer to use
crowdfunding for new construction, as part
of the capital stack for the nationally
recognized Englewood Square retail
center, anchored by Whole Foods.
He is a graduate of the University of
Chicago’s Law School and Booth School
of Business and received his Bachelor’s
degree from the University of Michigan.
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TREND Community Development
Corporation (TREND CDC)
TREND CDC is CEMDI’s fiscal sponsor.
TREND CDC is a non-profit organization with
a mission to foster inclusive economic growth
in neighborhoods, cities and regions through
the creation and dissemination of new data,
research, tools, and practices.

MUSE Community + Design (MUSE)
MUSE Community + Design served as the
program manager for CEMDI. MUSE is a
Chicago-based, woman-owned urban planning
firm that brings inspired change to communities.
MUSE’s team of planners, communicators, and
analysts center equity in all they do creating
engaging, participatory experiences along
the way. MUSE believes building relationships
is essential to creating thriving, inclusive
places for all.
www.musecommunitydesign.com
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DL3 Realty

Chicago Architecture Center

DL3 Realty provided thought leadership
to CEMDI. DL3 Realty is a locally engaged
and nationally recognized full-service real
estate development firm dedicated to
transforming communities through high-impact
commercial real estate (including office,
national retail, housing, healthcare, and
education). The firm uses innovative financing
tools, blended funding streams, and publicprivate partnerships to revitalize historically
disinvested neighborhoods and create places
where residents can thrive. DL3 continues
to expand through new developments and
acquisitions of commercial sites, including
an active pipeline of over $100 million in
commercial projects designed to elevate
Chicago’s urban communities. Over the past
five years, DL3’s projects have created over
3,000 jobs on Chicago’s south side, and
the Firm is ctively pursuing projects that
will create over 10,000 new jobs by the
end of the decade.
www.dl3realty.com

The Chicago Architecture Center is a
nonprofit cultural organization whose mission
is to inspire people to discover why design
matters.The Chicago Architecture Center (CAC)
was founded in 1966 as the Chicago Architecture
Foundation to save the historic Glessner House.
Since then, the CAC has grown to become
one of the largest cultural organizations in
Chicago. For more than 50 years, its educators,
450 volunteer docents and 150 guest services
volunteers have shared the stories of Chicago
architecture with millions of Chicagoans
and visitors.
www.architecture.org

Corporate Coalition of Chicago

ORGANIZATIONS THAT PROVIDED
PARTNERSHIP, INSIGHT AND
SUPPORT

The Corporate Coalition is an alliance of
companies that operate in the Chicagoland
region that are committed to examining how
they hire, support, promote, procure and invest
to create opportunities for everyone in the
region. Their mission is to significantly reduce
severe inequities in the Chicago region by
identifying and implementing new ways for
companies to deploy capital, capabilities and
employee enthusiasm.
www.corpcoalition.org

Chicago African Americans in
Commercial Real Estate (Chi-AACRE)

The Chicago Community Trust

Chi-AACRE was created during Black
History Month in 2018 to bring together
African-American real estate
professionals in order to:
• Build a network
• Provide a directory of real estate
professionals for use by all communities
• Develop new business and economic
opportunities for Chi-AACRE participants
• Assist majority firms and companies in
their ability to access skilled real estate
professionals in the construction and, in
particular, the professional services in
the real estate industry.
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The Chicago Community Trust is a community
foundation dedicated to strengthening the
Chicago region by creating equity, opportunity
and prosperity for all people who call it home.
For more than 100 years, the Trust has united
generous donors, committed nonprofits, and
caring residents to effect lasting change.
Following the creation of a new strategic plan in
2019, the Trust stands committed to addressing
Chicago’s legacy of systemic inequity and
closing the racial and ethnic wealth gap while
responding to our most vulnerable residents’
critical needs. Thanks to our generous donors, in
fiscal year 2020 more than 6,000 organizations
received more than $613 million in funding from
the Trust. To learn more, visit www.cct.org
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Illinois Housing Development Authority
Illinois Housing Development Authority
(IHDA) was created by the Illinois state
legislature in 1967 to be a self-supporting
agency to finance affordable housing across
Illinois. IHDA accomplishes its mission of
creating and preserving affordable housing
in Illinois through a variety of funding sources
and has provided more than $20 billion
to finance more than 250 million
affordable homes.
www.ihda.org

Metropolitan Planning Council
The Metropolitan Planning Council (MPC) is
a nonprofit organization dedicated to shaping
a more equitable, sustainable and prosperous
greater Chicago region. As an independent,
nonprofit, nonpartisan organization, MPC serves
communities and residents by developing,
promoting and implementing solutions for
sound regional growth. For more than 80 years,
the Metropolitan Planning Council (MPC) has
made the Chicago region a better place to
live and work by partnering with businesses,
communities and governments to address
the area’s toughest planning and
development challenges.
www.metroplanning.org

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COHORT
PROGRAMS SURVEYED
Equitable Development Initiative
Detroit, Michigan
www.capitalimpact.org
Real Estate Associate Program
(Project REAP)
Nine cities across the country
www.projectreap.org
Urban Land Institute Colorado
Real Estate Diversity Initiative
Colorado
https://colorado.uli.org/
University of Southern California Ross
Minority Program in Real Estate
Los Angeles, California
https://lusk.usc.edu/ross
Associates in Commercial Real Estate (ACRE)
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
https://www.lisc.org/milwaukee/our-work/acre/
LISC Chicago & Urban Land Institute Chicago ULI
YIELD
Chicago, Illinois
https://chicago.uli.org/programs/yield/

Real Estate Executive Council
The Real Estate Executive Council (REEC)
is the leading professional trade association
promoting the interests of minority executives
doing business in the commercial real estate
industry. REEC members are both senior
executives and rising stars in the national
commercial real estate industry.
www.reec.org
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IMAGE CREDITS
PG 6
Image:
The Village @Bronzeville
Development Team:
Milhouse LLC
Imagine Group
Image Credit:
Juan Gabriel Moreno
Architects
PG 7
Image:
Englewood Square at 63rd
and Halsted
Development Team:
DL3 Realty
Ethos WorkshopArchitects
Image Credit:
City of Chicago, INVEST S/W
PG 8
Image:
Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS)
ribbon cutting
Development Team:
DL3 Realty
Image Credit:
DL3 Realty
PG 11
#1:
Image:
Attendees of the Auburn
Gresham INVEST S/W
Open House
Image Credit:
City of Chicago, INVEST S/W
#2:
Image:
Laramie State Bank
Winning Proposal
Development Team:
Austin United Alliance
Image Credit:
Valerio Dewalt Train
Latent Design
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#3:
Image:
Rendering of Vision for the
Chicago Avenue Site in Humboldt
Park
Image Credit:
Juan Gabriel Moreno Architects

PG 13
Image:
Pop-Courts Grand Opening Chicago & Lockwood in Austin
Image Credit:
Lamar Johnson Collaborative

#4:
Image:
Austin Town Hall City-Market
Image Credit:
Chicago Parks Department

PG 18
Image:
Redefined Lawndale - Winning
Proposal Ogden Market
Image Credit:
Wight & Company
Onyx Architectural Services
Site Design Group

#5:
Image:
Laramie State Bank
Winning Proposal
Development Team:
Austin United Alliance
Image Credit:
Valerio Dewalt Train
Latent Design
#6:
Image:
The Terminal - A Creative Loft
Office Concept In Humboldt Park
Development Team:
IBT Group
Image Credit:
City of Chicago, INVEST S/W
PG 12
Image:
The Legacy District Winning Proposal In Bronzeville
Development Team:
KMW Communities
LG Development
Bronzeville Community Partners
Image Credit:
Civic Design
Landon Bone Baker Architects
Volume One Design Studio
Omni Workshop
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PG 19
#1:
Image:
Rendering of Vision for the Chicago
Avenue Site in Humboldt Park
Image Credit:
Juan Gabriel Moreno Architects
#2:
Image:
Englewood Connect, the Winning
Proposal for Greater Englewood,
interior
Development Team:
Mclaurin
Farpoint Development
Image Credit:
SOM
PG 20, 21
#1:
Image:
TheAve
Development Team:
KMW Communities
Image Credit:
Gensler
#2:
Image:
OG Lawndale
Development Team:
Gorman & Company
Image Credit:
Juan Gabriel Moreno Architects
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#3:
Image:
Thrive Exchange NB
Exchange South
Development Team:
DL3 Realty
Revere Properties
Chicago Family Health Center
Image Credit:
KOO
#4:
Image:
INVEST S/W Round 1 RFP
Announcement at the Kehrein
Center for the Arts
Image Credit:
City of Chicago, INVEST S/W
#5:
Image:
Mercado Del Pueblo opening
in Humboldt Park
Image Credit:
City of Chicago, INVEST S/W
PG 22
Image:
New City/ United Yards
Development Team:
United Yards JV
Image Credit:
Design Bridge
PG 23
Image:
Lawndale Redefined Winning Proposal Ogden Market
Development Team:
GRE Ventures
Imagine Group and 548
Development
Image Credit:
Wight & Company
Onyx Architectural Services
Site Design Group
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PG 25
#1:
Image:
Englewood Connect
Development Team:
McClaurin Development Partners
Farpoint
Image Credit:
SOM

PG 36
Image:
Winning Proposal for North
Avenue in Humboldt Park
Development Team:
Team Pioneros
Image Credit:
Juan Gabriel Moreno Architects

#2:
Image:
Xquina Cafe
Development Team:
P3 Markets
Image Credit:
Design Bridge

PG 37
Image:
Englewood Mural and Public Art
Image Credit:
City of Chicago, INVEST S/W

PG 28
Image:
43Green
Development Team:
The Habitat Company
Image Credit:
Landone Bone Baker
PG 32
Image:
The Legacy District,
Winning Proposal In Bronzeville
Development Team:
KMW Communities
LG Development
Bronzeville Community Partners
Image Credit:
Civic Design
Landon Bone Baker Architects
Volume One Design Studio
Omni Workshop
PG 33
Image:
Rendering of Vision for the
Chicago Avenue Site in Bronzeville
Image Credit:
HOK with Smith Group
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PG 38
#1:
Image:
INVEST S/W Austin,
Humboldt Park and North
Lawndale ISW Kickoff
celebration
Image Credit:
City of Chicago, INVEST S/W
#2:
Image:
Attendees at Taste of Englewood
Image Credit:
City of Chicago, INVEST S/W
PG 39
Image:
Rendering of Vision for the
Chicago Avenue Site in Auburn
Gresham
Image Credit:
SOM
PG 40
Image:
Thrive Englewood
Development Team:
DL3 Realty
Image Credit:
Perkins + Will
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